Share facts about refugees in
Canada with someone close to you
Bust myths and misconceptions
you hear about refugees
Watch and discuss a film about
refugees in Canada

Read a book about refugees and
their contributions
Invite a guest speaker from the
Walk with refugees

Or meet with community leaders like this
group in Cranbrook.

Get to know a refugee family in
your community
Support businesses and
organizations run by (former)
refugees
Write an OpEd in your local
newspaper or a blogpost about
refugee contributions close to home
Start a conversation: Wear and
share a Proud to Protect Refugees
button or sticker or display a poster
Talk to local leaders about building
a stronger community with refugees

Discussion following a documentary
screening in Victoria.

Volunteer with a group near you
that works with refugees

For more information: ccrweb.ca/en/refugee-walk

Join the Walk with refugees
15-21 June 2015

Use social media to help change
the conversation about refugees in
Canada

ccrweb.ca/en/refugee-walk

More ways to Walk with refugees

When you hear about refugees,
what image comes to mind?
Is it a picture of people in a far-off
place? An image of someone or of
a landmark in your own community?
Or do you see yourself or a family
member?
From 15-21 June 2015,
communities from Vancouver Island
to Newfoundland will be walking
to put refugee voices up front and
to change the conversation about
refugees in Canada.

You’re invited! Organize or
join a Walk with refugees, a
guided walking tour with stops
highlighting significant places and
stories from refugees and others in
your community.
Discover or show how:
Refugees near us enrich our
lives. And why protecting refugee
rights in Canada is a strong
tradition to continue.
We can make our communities
stronger and more welcoming by
working together with refugees and
others seeking protection.

Here’s how to get involved:
Sign up to the Proud to Protect
Refugees newsletters for Walk
news and tips
Get together with others and
plan a Walk in your community
Participate in national, online
Walk meetings on planning,
storytelling tips, media how-tos
Keep walking with refugees and
promote refugee voices at public
events in your community.
Participate in Walks near you –
and invite a friend to join too!

Walkers listen in at a stop on the 2014 Walk
with refugees in Kitchener-Waterloo

For more information: ccrweb.ca/en/refugee-walk

